Duck Tape Flowers
Supplies
Stem
Pliers
Duck Tape
Scissors
Stem
There are several options for creating the stem:
Using a skewer covered with green Duck Tape
Using a metal wire covered with green Duck Tape
Using a pipe cleaner covered with green Duck Tape
Using green metal wire
…

#1

Petals (24)
Cut a piece of Duck Tape of 2¾"
Fold one corner at 1/8" from the opposite side
Fold the other side by adhering it to the 1/8" border on the sticky part.
You should have a triangle with one sticky strip
The number of pieces to prepare depends on the size you want your
flower to be.
Wrap the first petal at an angle around the stem.

Wrap the secon petal, placing the tip of the triangle facing the first
petal.
Wrap the third petal, placing it beside the second.
Wrap the fourth petal, placing it to face the third.
Adhere the other petals around the stem, placing them to face each other.

Sepal and body
Cut 4 squares of green (or another color) Duck Tape. Place the tip underneath the flower and
adhere well to the stem. Repeat with the other three pieces.

#2

Cut 2" pieces of Duck Tape
Fold in two, leaving approximately ½ " of the sticky side showing
Cut the pieces to a round shape on the folded part

Wrap a first petal around the stem to form the heart.
It is important to bend the petal as you turn to help the petal to open.

Loosely wrap the other petals, taking care to bend them as you go, this is what will make it look
life-like.

For the sepal and body of the flower, cut 4 squares of Duck Tape (green or other). Place the tip
under the flower and wrap tightly to adhere the flower to the stem. Repeat this with the 3 other
pieces.

#3

The number of Duck Tape strips will depend on the size you want your
flower to be.
Fold a strip lengthwise, leaving 1/8" of the sticky border.
Wrap around the stem to make the bud.

Fold the other strips, leaving half for a sticky border.

Wrap the strips around the stem, under the bud. At first, it will seem
difficult, but after a few turns it will become easier.

For the sepal and body of the flower, cut 4 squares of Duck Tape
(green or other). Place the tip under the flower and wrap tightly to
adhere the flower to the stem. Repeat this with the 3 other pieces.

